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Slifis is a simple, open-source fuzzy-logic C++ library for making fuzzy inference systems. Slifis is designed to be easy to use, versatile, and extensible.
This fuzzy logic library features the following: Easy, BAK development : * Easy development with a C++/BASIC compiler and Visual Basic
compiler/environment * Very intuitive interface for making fuzzy inference systems * Easy to use With C++ and Visual Basic compilers Various
Inference Systems: * Mamdani or Takagi-Sugeno inference system * Vector (or forward chaining) inference mechanism * Vector or forward chaining
with generalization and specialization Customizable: * Learning method: PROS (probabilistic rule-based on sorting) or SEQ (sequential tree-growing) *
Learning rules can be represented as IF-THEN rules or as prototypes * Separate learning and inference phases * Log (or traditional) or QIF plots
Learning: * Fuzzy, decision, or generalization rules can be represented as fuzzy, decision, or generalization fuzzy rules * Rules can be represented as IF-
THEN fuzzy rules or as prototypes * Rule generalization and specialization can be represented as fuzzy-rule generalization and specialization * Log (or
traditional) or QIF plots Inference: * Fast learning with linear learning time * Fast inference time * Memory-efficient learning with memory reduction
of learned prototypes * Applicable inference methods: Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno * Generalization and specialization * Probabilistic generalization *
Uncertainty-acceptance of inference results I/O functions: * I/O of fuzzy prototypes into BAK * I/O of generalization into BAK, direct I/O of fuzzy
rules into BAK * Defaults: * Symmetric fuzzy prototypes * Logarithmic I-function * Confidence measure (reliability) * Precision measure (accuracy) *
Quality measure (reliability) * Quality-accuracy tradeoff (QA) * Minimum, maximum, and means * Vectors and vectors with common support *
Gradient and Hessian * Rational numbers with denominators * Complex numbers with denominators * Sum and vector addition * XOR and NOT *
Min, max, minimum and maximum User requirements:

Slifis Full Version X64 [2022]

Slifis is a library implementing the fuzzy inference systems and supporting many kinds of data. It's designed for the development of fuzzy-based
systems, algorithms and controllers in C++. Download Slifis Important Notice: For educational and research purposes only. Do not use this library for
any other purposes. See License Agreement for details. Revision History: 25/09/2012. - 1.1: Release version 2012-09-25. - 1.0: Initial release.
24/05/2012. - 0.8: Released under a new BSD-style license, with a new header set for all source files. - 0.7: Changed T-S networks. - 0.6: Changed L-M
networks. - 0.5: Changed S-H networks. - 0.4: Bufers: support of minimization of T-S and L-M networks. - 0.3: Use compile time options for support of
T-S, L-M and S-H networks. - 0.2: Initial Release, based on code provided by R. Rondeau. 29/08/2010. - 1.0: Initial release. 27/07/2010. - 0.9: - Added
simple plotter to show results. - Thanks to Julius Kaus for submitting his code for me. 24/07/2010. - 0.8: - Fixed an error with T-S networks. - Thanks to
Julius Kaus for submitting his code for me. 11/07/2010. - 0.7: - Added support for caching. - Added max_delay support. - Thanks to Julius Kaus for
submitting his code for me. 19/06/2010. - 0.6: - Removed missing environment variables. - Cached training results are now checked. 28/05/2010. - 0.5: -
Fixed a bug with T-S inference. - Added 'hyperparameters' option, to choose the type of network. 05/05/2010. - 0.4: - Fixed a bug with delay. - Added
new networks (perceptron, perceptron with linear/radial functions and others). - Added tools to generate training examples. - Added support for more
than just S-H networks. - 6a5afdab4c
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Slifis is an easy to use C++ library that allows you to implement Fuzzy Logic Inference Systems, (FLIS) by composing fuzzy rules from an easy to use
rule editor tool. The Slifis Library has a very small memory footprint, low memory requirements, and is highly fast. While other FLIS tools are difficult
to use because of lots of bookkeeping and complex framework, Slifis provides you a simple language and a simple visualization for rule composition
and learning. Slifis can be used not only for rule learning purposes but also for rule composition purposes, also for rule ranking algorithms and for the
building of logic controllers, since it implements both inference systems. Currently Slifis supports only Takagi-Sugeno, and Mamdani fuzzy systems, but
in a future release it will support learning and composition of other fuzzy systems. Slifis contains 3 core components: A default rule editor, a rule
learning engine, and a rule evaluation engine. The rules editor component is an open source rule editor based on the Vensim platform [1]. The rule editor
contains a rule authoring interface and is very fast, and easy to use. The rule learning engine has a built-in learner called the ASLIFIS_LEARNER,
which is capable of performing learning of rules from data. The rule evaluation engine has a built-in evaluator called ASLIFIS_PREDICATOR, which is
capable of executing the inference process of a fuzzy rule. Slifis can be used as a stand alone tool, it can be used in a process pipeline and in a fuzz
tester. The documentation of this tool is available in english and spanish. Slifis was developed as an open source project funded by the Spanish Ministry
of Science and Innovative Technologies. To explore and learn more about how to use this tool to design a software component to implement a fuzzy
logic system, please download the user guides. This application is a tool for generating Random Forest (RF) classifiers. It contains an interface to
evaluate random forest classifiers on several datasets. Also it can generate random forest classifiers on-the-fly. Random Forest (RF) is a supervised
classification technique which integrates the results of many individual trees into a forest to create a single classifier with a high classification accuracy.
The main characteristic of a forest

What's New In?

Slifis is a small, lightweight and easy-to-use C++ framework for logic programming and fuzzy-logic-based algorithms, written in C++, compatible with
GCC/MinGW/G++ compiler, with partial support for Microsoft Visual C++, Visual Studio 2005 and higher. Slifis consists of two main parts: 1) A
library used to implement fuzzy rules and calculate fuzzy truth values 2) A command-line interface designed to assist the user for reading and writing the
input-output results. Slifis Features: * Support of fuzzy rules both in RAM or disk * Support of Takagi-Sugeno inference system * Support of I/O
functions * Support of plotting * Command-line interface for reading and writing to disk the results of the rules (input-output) * Support of sets/sets of
subsets * Support of generalized functions in a labeled data stream (see UCR) * Load database from file with full support for XML format * User
interface for monitoring the process of rule learning and algorithm progress * Sketches (see examples) for illustrating the results of fuzzy rules *
Support of interval arithmetic, handling of polygons, glossaries and constraints * Full support of both the DEFLATE and LZW compression methods for
saving fuzzy rules to file * Support of the following input types: flat, derived, labeled, stream * Full Unicode support for the input/output interfaces *
Small memory footprint (table buffers for memory optimization and a set of template classes avoiding/eliminating unnecessary copying) * Support of
large sets of data (e.g., 1000 or 2000 rules in memory) * Light weight and small size (less than 10 kilobytes on Linux) * Small library size (tested with a
minimum of 50,000 lines of code) * Fast fuzzy rule learning (see examples) * Easy to use for non-C++ coders (see examples) * CMake support to
facilitate compilation on several platforms * Based on Google’s Protocol Buffers library * Ant design based user interface * GTK support for GTK-
compliant compilers (tested with the gtkmm library) * Less than 250 lines of code to translate a fuzzy-rules-based algorithm from C++ to Lisp * Plugins
(see examples) for improving the user interface and for handling parsing and plotting * Python-based system for defining diction
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System Requirements For Slifis:

Supported game versions: Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Vista, Windows XP Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.2 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Video Card:
GeForce 6800 or Radeon HD 4870 DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 15 GB available space Additional Notes: 1.2 GHz CPU is recommended 1 GB
RAM is recommended 4 GB available space is recommended Installing the game requires 7 GB of free space. To install the
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